That’s Who We Are

It is because of courage that we are called to fight
   It is because of showing a personality that we are invoked to act
Who we are is not just a definition given by where we come from or maybe the place of birth,
   the surname we carry, or how we grew up
   It is not a matter of what people have said about us that we are defined;
   There is a strong instinct in all of us to thrust forward
   That is why we move on, maneuvering at times with dangerous speeds in
   The different roads of life
Only moving to conquer that dream that is hidden and kept sacred in the bottom of our hearts
   Swimming in the pools of different situations, at times in strokes that we
   Don’t know much on how to navigate through the waters of circumstances
   With every breathe we take, there appears a new invention of thought
   Conceiving some desire, giving birth to a passion
   With every day that we live, we believe it is the beginning of a new thing in our lives
Never remain behind doing nothing, when you know you have a strong passion burning like a
   fire within you
You know deep down inside you want to do it, GO FOR IT
   It defines what we are about and who we really are
   We are, what we convince ourselves we are!!!
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